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General Contractor – GH Phipps Construction Company
Project Name – University of Colorado
Center for Academic Success and Engagement (CASE) Building
A CASE for an ACE
The University of Colorado (CU) Boulder campus, with its popular Tuscan architectural style,
had a glaring weakness in its marketing to prospective students. The decades old auditorium,
packed with high schoolers and parents, gave a poor first impression. CU needed a new first
impression - The Center for Academic Success and Engagement building (CASE) delivers that
for this generation’s students. The challenging process of delivering this building’s purpose,
location, timing, construction and delivery method, presents a compelling CASE for an ACE
Award.

CU’s plan for CASE started years ago with the understanding that perspective students to a large
campus need an easy-to-find “Front Door”. CU’s master plan identified the perfect spot, just off
Broadway at the center of campus. This location, however, was already home to a not so perfect
three level below grade parking structure that rose across a sloping site. Although originally
designed to have a building constructed on top, this condition essentially forced the “Front Door”
of the new building to be up at the “2nd Floor” – not very welcoming. Phased funding, a tight
occupied site (the parking structure had to remain open), and structural limitations with the
existing structure also contributed to CU’s decision to request submittals from Design Build
teams. Primarily based on our innovative approach to solving these issues, GH Phipps
Construction Company with OZ & Bora architects were selected. Our plan presented a
compelling design concept that the school fell in love with.

Our concept presented a portal between two new 3 story buildings with an inviting, open
stair/plaza climbing to the front door, now located in the center of the new building. This broad
and gracious south facing stair/plaza pulls the student up to the main entrance instead of acting as

a visual barrier. This concept, however, added the weight of two full height exterior walls
through the center of the rectangular parking structure footprint not anticipated in the original
design. A number of other design and construction challenges were overcome as well:
1) The two building design added complexity to the structural system. No longer a design of just
a simple rectangle atop the existing parking deck our design added exterior wall loading to the
center spans where no such loading had been envisioned. The 60’ span between columns in
the parking structure required larger than usual steel beams for support of the walls in this
area. The beams were of such a size and the staging area so confined that preplanning
multiple crane locations was required. One beam, a W36x529 x60’ long, is not milled
domestically and had to be special-ordered from an overseas steel mill.
2) An existing utility tunnel runs adjacent to the existing building’s north side and houses many
critical campus utilities, including steam and chilled water piping. The 10’ wide tunnel is
buried 10’ to the north of the building. To avoid structural damage to the tunnel our crane had
to stay 25’ away from the building. For the largest beams furthest pick however, we had to
get to within 6’ of the building, so a timber “bridge” over the tunnel was designed to spread
the crane load. That portion of the tunnel was also shored from within.
3) The design concept also required a mountain of dirt, almost thirty feet of “fill”, over this
tunnel to create the impression that the new buildings were atop a hillside – not an existing
parking structure. The weight of this fill was too great for the utility tunnel structure. After
exploring many options the project settled on using gigantic geofoam blocks to create most of
the hillside’s elevation with a much lighter loading. Three feet of soil was then placed over
the top for landscaping. As the photo below will attest, the illusion is complete and fits well
in a campus where hills are not unusual.
4) The existing structure provided critical on-campus parking. Our team worked closely with the
University to limit the down-time of the parking structure. The project’s first task involved
demolition of the stem wall and column caps at the parking deck’s top level to provide the
necessary new wall and column design connections. The structural steel and first deck’s
schedule were accelerated while access tunnels for both vehicle and pedestrians were built so
public parking could resume safely while the remaining construction continued above.
5) As the design progressed, lateral load calculations exposed another deficiency with the
original structure’s capacity. Codes have changed since the original structure was built, so

additional lateral load capacity would have to be added to support the new vertical additions.
Lateral load solutions are tricky in an open concrete structure such as a parking garage, so our
solution enhanced the new building’s efficiency by adding stair towers to the outside of the
building footprint on the east and west side. These were anchored into the existing deck’s
foundation and placed on a raft slab with micro-pile supports providing the overall increase in
capacity required.
Project Execution and Teamwork
While campus planning clearly earmarked the primary function for this project as the home to
CU’s ;Admissions Department with a state of the art auditorium, adjacent meeting space and
terrace, the remaining tenant finish areas were established as Phase 2. Three of these tenant areas
were approved late in the process – only 5 months before completion. The project team worked
closely with the tenants and the University to identify any long lead materials and our design
team established the details of each area in concert with available budgets. The first presentation
to prospective students in the new building, planned several months ahead, was delivered
without a hitch.
Innovations
The focal point of the entire project was the auditorium with the adjacent meeting space and
terrace. Putting a large terraced auditorium on the top floor of a 3 level building is somewhat
unusual. An enormous 20’ long sliding “barn” door opens from the assembly meeting room to
the center level of the seating. Mixed moveable and fixed seating and wide aisles added layout
complexity. A geometric wood ceiling with many shapes hung at various angles created
wonderful acoustics for the interior, but the design had to keep these sounds from escaping to the
rest of the building. The entire structure was isolated to prevent acoustic transmission. The state
of the art lighting, sound and rear projection systems deliver as envisioned.
Environmental/Safety
The CU Boulder Campus has an extraordinarily efficient central plant that provides all buildings
within the campus with steam and chilled air. CASE tied into this through the adjacent utility
tunnel. The three story atrium is capped by a skylight and large 22’ diameter 10 blade air

distribution fan. The 227 seat auditorium is heated and cooled from below for seat level comfort
stratification in lieu of conditioning the air in the entire volume.
Safety awareness is heightened at CU’s densely occupied year-round campus. The site has a
zero lot line with campus streets on 3 sides of the building. During construction the 4th side,
adjacent to the utility tunnel, had a small triangle of area for lay down and staging, trailers and
facilities for workers. The existing parking structure was opened within 5 months after the start
of construction, requiring covered entrances for both automobiles and pedestrians while
construction continued.
GH Phipps develops site-specific safety plans for all projects. The one for this project was
especially detailed. On the inside front cover of the plan was a drawing of the job site so all
workers (including subcontractors, suppliers and vendors) were aware of the detailed site
boundaries; at the end of the booklet, was a list of CU’s Construction Rules of Conduct, which
covered everything from the requirement to stay within the job site limits, to designated parking
areas. There were no lost time accidents on this complex project.
Excellence in Client Service:
On the first day of operation 227 excited high school students and their parents, some coming to
Colorado for the first time, stood on the terrace overlooking the flatirons and the bronze statue of
Ralphie, the school’s popular ¾ ton buffalo mascot. A line formed for selfies and pictures. The
auditorium filled with ease and the half ton door glided into place while the CU Boulder hosts
welcomed the room full of excited guests. The facility worked perfectly. CU presented its case
to choose CU Boulder, a task made somewhat easier now.
GH Phipps is proud of its part in this CASE.

